Subject: Statement of Sale for (Number of Credits) Wetland Mitigation Credits from the Project Name to Permittee Name

Date

The Department of State Lands (DSL) has a Memorandum of Agreement with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) to establish and operate an In-Lieu Fee Program.

This letter confirms the sale of (Number of Credits) credits of (Resource Type A), and (Number of Credits) credits of (Resource Type B). These credits are being used as compensatory mitigation for (Number of Acres) acres of impact to (Resource Type A), and (Number of Acres) acres of impact to (Resource Type B) in the (Impact HUC) as authorized by DA permit (DA permit number) and Oregon Removal-Fill Permit/GA (DSL permit number).

By selling credits to the permittee above permittee, DSL is the party responsible for fulfilling the mitigation aspect of the Permit(s) listed above.